
SDGs4U Toolbox
COMMUNITY

Here is where your SDG journey begins



COMMUNITY
In the Community booklet, we discussed the notion of a learning organization. We've given tips 

for creating your learning community for the SDGs. How to bring it to life?

It is not a question of finding the best project for the SDGs and carrying it out collectively so 
that it can be deployed. It is about getting micro communities to work together to develop 

our ability to learn for the SDGs, but also to transfer knowledge.
Our shared challenge: develop skills to build a viable, livable, enviable world. 

That is to say, develop our power to act for the SDGs.
Is there anything better than a tree to help us?



Our micro communities and how they interconnect and enrich each 
other. 5 people max. per micro-community. For the themes you can start 
from the 5 pillars or more cross-cutting themes such as inclusion, circular 
economy, food... Each will have its problem, its experiences capitalized in 
a summary sheet and its actions means.

ROOTS

what we are, how we learn. What is the added value of this learning 
community? How do we want to learn together?TRUNC

What motivates us, why we are building this SDG community. 
Sometimes it helps to dig deep to find the right roots. The 5 whys 
method can perhaps help: ask 5 consecutive times "why?" and find 
your roots!

BRANCHES

Organize work sessions with your 
stakeholders to build your tree



Interconnect and learn
Now you can organize circles of varied interactions between your branches (pairs, group, all 

/ different modes of learning, pedagogical engineering, peer coaching…) 
with regards of SDGs. 

Keep focus on your SDG community roots, the added value and the SDG criterion 
(interdependent, universal, measurable).



NOW SHARE IT!
POSTPONE
Postpone your SDG community tree :  
Mind map, pictures, drawings…

SHARE
You can now share your “SDG community 
tree” with the community of SDGs4U

START
Start discovering and discussing 
about the SDG communities !



WELL DONE, YOU HAVE NOW FINISHED YOUR SDGS4U 
JOURNEY. Let’s make it happen!


